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DiscourseDiscourse: definition: definition

�� A particular way of talking about and A particular way of talking about and 
understanding the world, or an aspect of the understanding the world, or an aspect of the 
world or;world or;

�� the fixation of meaning within a particular the fixation of meaning within a particular 
domaindomain ((Phillips and Phillips and JJøørgensenrgensen 2002: 1,141)2002: 1,141)

�� FoucauldianFoucauldian conceptualization of power; power conceptualization of power; power 
circulates, produces our social world, constrains circulates, produces our social world, constrains 
our understanding, reveals space for reaction our understanding, reveals space for reaction 
and resistanceand resistance



DiscourseDiscourse: so : so whatwhat??

�� ““[[T]heT]he point is not to disregard material facts but point is not to disregard material facts but 
to study how these are produced and prioritizedto study how these are produced and prioritized””
(Hansen 2006: 22)(Hansen 2006: 22)

�� Political ecology definition of power: the ability to Political ecology definition of power: the ability to 
control control powerholderspowerholders' own, and other actors', ' own, and other actors', 
interaction with the environment, both through interaction with the environment, both through 
the control over material practises, but also in the control over material practises, but also in 
relation to discursive practises (Bryant & Bailey relation to discursive practises (Bryant & Bailey 
1997: 29, 41, 42). 1997: 29, 41, 42). 



DicourseDicourse and and hydropoliticshydropolitics

�� Makes it Makes it possiblepossible to to plotplot the the rhetoricalrhetorical organisation and organisation and 
problematizeproblematize howhow the the debatedebate is is constrainedconstrained

�� HydropoliticsHydropolitics: who gets : who gets whatwhat, , whenwhen, , wherewhere and and howhow? ? 
(Turton (Turton & Henwood 2002:15-17))

�� ButBut alsoalso: : whywhy??
�� Progressive CS Progressive CS needsneeds to to challengechallenge the the sustainabilitysustainability

conceptconcept withinwithin dominant dominant hydropoliticalhydropolitical discoursediscourse, , 
globallyglobally and and locallylocally

�� Progressive CS: Progressive CS: ””the arena of the arena of voluntaryvoluntary collectivecollective action action 
aroundaround sharedshared interestsinterests and and valuesvalues aimingaiming for for changechange in in 
relation to relation to societysociety’’ss dominant dominant valuesvalues””



SustainableSustainable developmentdevelopment and and 
povertypoverty

�� ““Inequitable access to resources confines many Inequitable access to resources confines many 
people to poverty. This means that whilst a few people to poverty. This means that whilst a few 
people can use resources wastefully, the people can use resources wastefully, the 
majority of the worldmajority of the world’’s population is forced to s population is forced to 
degrade the environmentdegrade the environment”” (Pugh in Desai & (Pugh in Desai & 
Potter 2002 :289)Potter 2002 :289)

�� A negative relationship between poverty and A negative relationship between poverty and 
sustainable development sustainable development 

�� Policy implication: control the poorPolicy implication: control the poor’’s access to s access to 
resources andresources and

�� economic growth and pricing mechanisms as economic growth and pricing mechanisms as 
solutions solutions 



SustainabilitySustainability and global and global 
hydropoliticshydropolitics

�� Conserving approach through;Conserving approach through;
�� demand managementdemand management
�� water marketswater markets
�� full cost recovery policiesfull cost recovery policies
�� private involvement in the water sectorprivate involvement in the water sector……



HydropoliticalHydropolitical discourses in discourses in 
Johannesburg: the Johannesburg: the PhiriPhiri casecase

�� Equity, Equity, sustainabilitysustainability and and economiceconomic
efficiencyefficiency

�� PPMsPPMs InstalledInstalled by Johannesburg Water in by Johannesburg Water in 
PhiriPhiri, Soweto 2004, Soweto 2004

�� Ultimate solution or,Ultimate solution or,
�� threatthreat? ? 
�� Case in Court Case in Court 
�� PPM PPM unlawfulunlawful, 50 , 50 lpcdlpcd



RhetoricalRhetorical organisation in the organisation in the PhiriPhiri
casecase

�� Dominant Dominant discoursediscourse: : management, management, 
business, cost, good services, pay business, cost, good services, pay 
principle, responsibility, discipline, principle, responsibility, discipline, 
education and water wasteeducation and water waste……..

�� Challenging discourse: resistance, Challenging discourse: resistance, 
struggle, mass movement, rights and struggle, mass movement, rights and 
visionvision……



DiscursiveDiscursive strugglestruggle in the in the PhiriPhiri
casecase

�� Equity: The Equity: The rightright to water; to water; 
�� IndividualIndividual ResponsibilityResponsibility (to (to paypay), vs.), vs.
�� Human Human rightright to FBW, to FBW, statestate responsibilityresponsibility
�� DD DD fixingfixing the the meaningmeaning of of SustainabilitySustainability
�� WhatWhat is water is water wastewaste??
�� In Soweto: In Soweto: ““waste and over consumptionwaste and over consumption”” …… ““It It 

is not good environmental policyis not good environmental policy”” ““it is not it is not 
sustainablesustainable””

�� Big water consumers: Big water consumers: ““if they consume if they consume –– they they 
paypay”” ““it is good in factit is good in fact””

�� Flow of money rather than flow of waterFlow of money rather than flow of water



�� ““Inequitable access to resources confines Inequitable access to resources confines 
many people to poverty. This means that many people to poverty. This means that 
whilst a few people can use resources whilst a few people can use resources 
wastefully, the majority of the worldwastefully, the majority of the world’’s s 
population is forced to degrade the population is forced to degrade the 
environmentenvironment”” (Pugh in Desai & Potter (Pugh in Desai & Potter 
2002 :289)2002 :289)



ConclusionConclusion –– the limitations of the the limitations of the 
cultureculture of of paymentpayment

�� NeedNeed for for challengingchallenging the the understandingunderstanding of of 
sustainabilitysustainability withinwithin the dominant the dominant hydropoliticalhydropolitical
discoursediscourse and and connectconnect wastefulwasteful resourceresource useuse to to 
environmentalenvironmental degradationdegradation

�� Equity/Equity/affordabilityaffordability
�� SustainabilitySustainability//efficiencyefficiency
�� The The conservingconserving mission?mission?
�� UnevenUneven and and unsustainableunsustainable
�� Another vision?Another vision?
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Research agenda and Research agenda and questionsquestions
for for discussiondiscussion

�� Research interest: Research interest: 
�� how different control mechanisms affect how different control mechanisms affect 

perceptions and practises in relation to the perceptions and practises in relation to the 
water resource and in terms of water water resource and in terms of water 
resource use and resource use and 

�� how these mechanisms relate to water how these mechanisms relate to water 
availability in a context of amplified water availability in a context of amplified water 
scarcityscarcity

�� Alternative mechanisms?Alternative mechanisms?


